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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
marìa del carmen ulloa campoverde has contributed to the dictionary with 14 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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arrabá
Arraba = language movementdomain in speechViperine and Lyseriented language excessively adorned with false
jewelrypresumptuous and vain speech Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be dominant , chattering ,
excess , grotesque antonym : silent , moderate , discreet , correct , sober 

bolsón
Pocket 1 . -Feminine wallet or utensil that he uses as a wallet in his personal arrangement and carries his documents
and other garments2 . - Large bag of jute, fabric or plastic to make the market purchases, quite content. 3 . - Money
accumulated as savings for emergencies. 4 . - Excessive homework for high school students of all areas. 

chucaque
1. Remove 40 rabbits; shut off head, strongly pulling the hair ) 2-terrible scare by a news3-uncertainty by events of the
futuro4-calm hunger and stomach upset

desprendio
1 . - Released action of letting go, forget 2 . - The first sexual intercourse of man or woman, chaste virgin.  3 . - The
spacecraft that separates from the mother or womb.  4 . - The fruit that falls alone from the trees.  5 . - In the breakup the
end of the relationship.  6 . - Going from single to married or cohabiting, leaving the maternal home.  7 . - Birds when
they start their flight alone, leaving the care of parents.  8 . - The ill-fated car that can no longer be driven. 

enbalsamado
Embalmed action of enduring the corpse of a dead manPlace it on a raft for eternal travelIn the present politician who
does not work anythingPerson who does not perform in his work or workExcess of documents that do not follow an
effective rhythmIn nature river, lake or polluted sea without tributary that cleans him chief who lost the gift of command
and becomes a puppet . 

guijeta
GUIJETA form of mockery jocularface of sornaburla eternal forevercomes from lace , laces that tie to fall into funny
emotionsfriendly entertainment actionsfun ideas to pass the timeImitation of characters created for young people free
with masks of surpriseGuijeta also kills or wild grass food as type of pea guide of the jeta ( thick lips ) always ready to
smile ( Sorna ) Some synonyms ,   Similar words or expressions may be synonymous : amusement, mockery, hobby,
antonymous entertainment: distracted, serious, indifferent

miona
Action of excess urine in womenincontinence urinariano endures the exit of urine, by failure of sphincter woman or girl
who is always urinatedMyonite diminutive name Miodicese in vulgarism to poor woman or misia without money. 

multigenérico
1 . - medicine or medicine 2 . - Literary genre.   3 . - Research genes

portapaz
calm, calm person seeking communication with peace of mind

postmenopausica



Stage of the woman that is later than the time of fertility. Also known as cessation of menstruation. End of bleeding from
the uterus. Hormonally decreasing estrogen and progesterone. Safe stage that the woman no longer gets pregnant. She
started from the second youth called the age of innocence, as if she were a girl free of towels, symptoms, fears and
disorders.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be synonymous climacteric, closed end, final season,
infertile, spontaneous, debauchery, libellula , libertine , free antonym prisoner , bound , dependent , enslaved

tarolas
1 . - Drum type musical instrument, played with two chopsticks, is made of animal leather with metal edges and strap to
hold on the body of the musician.  is small. 2 . - Name that the vulgar gives to the TORTOLAS, small birds that fly in
groups and dirty the floor with their feces3 . - Wooden or cardboard boxes accumulated in a corner with useless or
occasional tools (used by car mechanics) 4 . - Old name in the viceregal era with which the chandeliers or light bulbs
were called in the streets (They fed on animal fat- manual) ( to say lanterns they said tarolas) 

tener pelos en la lengua
Having hairs on the tongue antonym of "not having hairs on the tongue" Quiet, silent, fearful, shortened, it is said of the
person who does not like to speak hairs on the tongue excess of papillae that are inflamed, causing annoyance and
excess salivamany times foamy large tongue with the three types of papillae grown like trees. in Communication scarcity
of words or information due to lack of interest in participating.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
synonymous : mute , discreet , reserved , sullen antonym : talkative , lightning , filibuster , excessive

trafaleado
Trafaleado action person who is scammed, scammed, stolen, stealing, saber, blackmailing, cheating, cheating,
disappointing, defrauding, disappointing.  It is used as a criminal term at the level of scams in banks, cards and online
purchases, or in person show a product and wrap it, more when opening it happens what is called the CAMBIAZO, and
the person is scammed.   ( It should be used trafeado, common people say trafaleado as past or "It was". 

zúmbalo
Zúmbalo : name of marine fish also known as smooth or carajito , of white fleshZúmbalo : loud deafening sound, which
stuns the sensesZúmbalo : sarandeo or choreography of precise music with movement of hips in rhythmic formZúmbalo
: call people in a scandalous way, so that it comes out soonZúmbalo : risky person, bold, enterprising, with strength to
fight and face danger ( Venezuela ) Zúmbalo :   in the criminal world, finish or kill a person, silence him, kill him,
disappear him by the hitmen or pre-sale ( Peru ) zúmbalo : throw the strong ball in the arch and make a goal ( football )
in the neighborhoods , not professionalZúmbalo : sound of the engine of the car or truck, when it does not start ( it is
said sound of dog cough ) ( automotive mechanics ) Zúmbalo :   play the drum with very loud stridency ( Puerto Rico )
Zúmbalo : fluttering of insects near people's ear, similar to sumba ( idiom of the people ) 


